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After Dealing with my bank for many years and not satisfied that I was receiving a competitive interest 
rate and home loan product, I decided to seek the advice of a mortgage broker. Narinder was highly 
recommended in FB social media for his services.

I decided to contact Narinder, as I believe in word of mouth from a trusted source and after speaking with 
him I realised that there was no need to speak with anyone else. Narinder was prompt with his replies, 
answered all my questions professionally and tailored the perfect home loan package to suit my needs.

I now have recommended Narinder to a couple of friends and when talking to family and friends I let them 
know that it’s worth reviewing your home loan as there can potentially be huge savings in finding the right 
package, as was the case with my own situation. I am now saving a few thousand dollars a year which is 
potentially tens of thousands over the life of the loan.

On top of all this it didn’t cost anything to make an appointment with Narinder and get that second opinion. 
Narinder managed to get me a much lower interest rate than what my existing bank could offer and I can’t 
thank him enough!

Rushil & Hetalben

Narinder is a very professional, methodical and approachable person. He takes the time and effort to 
genuinely make sure the desired outcome is achieved. 

Being first home buyers, he recommended the best options to choose from in view of our circumstances 
and needs. He has been extremely patient with our queries, providing explanations no matter what time of 
the day it was. We are really happy to recommend Narinder to anyone exploring mortgage options. 

Wish you the very best Narinder !

Tijo & Priya

Excellent services. very professional, very helpful. Also Narinder singh guided me all throughout my 2 home 
loan all applications. very supportive. I am thankful to you for helping me out with get my houses.

Harmail & Kiranjot

Thank you so Much Indoz for helping with our first Home Loan. 

One of the Best Broker Agent in Perth . Their service has been amazing from the start until end. Very 
Patient and quick and always ready to help with your queries. I am grateful to you for all the support and 
your effort that you have given for our Home Loan Application. 

Must recommend everyone..!

Harish & Hinal

INDOZ FINANCE
    AUSTRALIA
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Narinder was super friendly, approachable and insightful. He is excellent Broker provided professional 
yet personalised service. We are first home buyers loads of banks to choose from, He recommended best 
options to choose from. Consequently we secured a product that was perfect for our circumstances. 

I enjoyed and truly happy Grin-Alt the level of transparency and communication at each step, helping us make an 
informed decision. We thought getting first home grant is a bit of paper work lots of stuff to filled and time 
taking process, Great news for us was Narinder made it quick and pretty easy. I have lots to say positive 
about him.

I would recommend Narinder to anyone exploring mortgage options. Congrats Narinder receiving a best 
award for the year .....And all the very best for your business.... Thank you... Thank you ...Thank you.

Ravi & Aartika

I would like to thank Narinder for the service I received regarding my loan process recently, this guy is just 
great!! 

He is professional with a great personality. He being really clear & honest, nothing to hide, discussing 
& clarifying every step and built that confident to me as I didn’t really was familiar with the process was 
really important to me. He is always available to discuss & explain any queries. Thanks again for the great 
experience. 

Ashkan

Highly recommended, Narinder was superb through the whole process. Very knowledgeable ,friendly and 
always there for help . Made everything easy and smooth for us. 

Amandeep, Ramandeep, Sukhbir & Simranjot

Narinder Singh is very special and always look after his client first, He is very professional with positive 
attitude. He knows the paths to make others dream to fulfil. He is professional, friendly, positive and a lot 
more. A very big thanks to Narinder for getting our 1st home loan approved thanks once again. He is very 
helpful professional person who is always there whenever u need his help. We would highly recommend 
him to everyone looking for a great broker. All the very best brother

would not have been possible without your support and guidance. I would definitely recommend your 
services to anyone aspiring to buy a home here.

Suresh & Kalyani

Narinder Singh is full of knowledge in his field, He is best to satisfy the client. I highly recommend him for 
best service.

Satbir & Sudesh

Special thanks to Narinder who really helped us throughout the process to get into our own home, highly 
recommend his service, so helpful, always there, great ability to deal with other parties on your behalf, 
serve you beyond his duties, treat his clients like his family members Grin-Alt Grin-Alt

Gurpreet & Jasvir
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It was really great working with Narinder, he is super supportive and always responds promptly. Well-
deserved 5/5. Thank you again Narinder!

Buhe

Have never bought a house before and had a few issues with being able to plan for the house and 
everything. Narinder helped us to get a plan sorted and to be able to stick to it and now we are home 
owners.

Jayden 

As a first time homebuyer, we were unfamiliar with the entire process of purchasing a house. Narinder 
helped us through every step of the buying process of our first home. We cannot thank him enough for 
the efforts he has put in to get our loan application through. He was available for us whenever required. 
Even, when he went overseas for a family trip he replied to all our calls and emails and helped in timely 
settlement of our loan. Highly recommended for those who are thinking of buying a first or second home. 
Great work from Narinder and team.  thumbs-up thumbs-up

Amit & Shikha

Excellent in his work 

Left no margin of error in our loan application.

Always recommended.

Amit

Thank you, Narinder for the help and support in buying our first home. The whole process was transparent 
and very easy thanks to you. We couldn’t have done it without you.

Suruchi & Vivek

A very big thanks to Narinder for getting our home loan approved once again. He is very helpful 
professional person who is always there whenever u need his help. We would highly recommend him to 
everyone looking for a great broker. All the very best brother

Satwinder & Harinder

Thank you Narinder for helping us buy our first home here, would not have been possible without your 
support and guidance. I would definitely recommend your services to anyone aspiring to buy a home here.

Lav & Priyanka

I highly recommend Narinder as a finance broker. Not only he did his job in his best ability and been able 
to successfully secure loan approval for me, he has been extremely proactive and exceeded expectation in 
multiple occasion helping with recommendations and suggestions beyond his professional commitments.

I wish him all the best.

Avra & Nabanita
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Really good experience. It was our first experience to buy a house and we are very grateful for his support 
to make this possible for us. We really appreciate his guidance and will recommend him as a good broker.

Rajwinder & Jagpreet 

Great knowledge and excellent service, me and my brother would like to give a big thanks to Narinder for 
helping us in refinancing our home loan. 

Best regard

Ram & Laxman

Really very good service.It’s my first experience to buy a house & am very grateful for his support. I 
appreciate his guidance & would recommend him as a good and supportive broker.

Ravinder & Parminder 

Excellent service and very good information provided by Narinder whenever you ask any questions. 
Explained all information precisely with his knowledge when anything asked. Will recommend Narinder to 
most of my friends.

Madan & Sujatha 

A very big thanks to Narinder Singh for helping us with refinance our home loan... I approached different 
banks with no success finally Narinder did it... very happy with Narinder’s services and helpful attitude...  
I would highly recommend Indoz finance to my friends..

Harjit & Sandeep

Very pleasant experience dealing with Indoz finance. Even though there were few complications bcoz of 
bank’s change of statements but Narinder and his team supported us through out the process. We are 
extremely satisfied and thankful for their professional approach and support.

Ajay Pal & Damanjit

A very smooth experience with Indoz Finance in securing home loan. Absolutely satisfied, always available 
to answer any questions even outside normal working hours. I would highly recommend Mr Narinder Singh 
to anyone looking to make a step towards owning their home as an honest and genuine mortgage broker. 
Keep up the good work Brother. 

Ravjot

I would recommend Narinder Services to all my friends, he has been very helpful, approachable and 
serious about his work. He is true to his words and do not give you false hope.

Great finance professional with excellent work ethics. 

Gaurav & Sushmita 
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Great Service! A very heartfelt thanks to Narinder for helping us with the finance of our first home. The 
whole experience has been very smooth and seamless with no stress. Narinder is such an amazing person 
with great work ethics, we would highly recommend him.

Thanks once again, 

Srilatha & Bikash

I would like to thank Narinder for refinancing my old property and providing us an opportunity to by a new 
house as well. I approached three different brokers and they told me buying a new home with my recent 
financial situation is very impossible. Then I met Narinder, he spent hours with me, studied my case and 
then came up with a solution. Within two months we bought new home. I would really like to appreciate the 
time he’s given me to help my finance. I would highly recommend him if someone is looking for a mortgage 
broker. Thanks again Narinder.

Mandeep & Bhupinder 

Very big thanks to Narinder Singh. In past I have been knocked back for a home loan because I went to 
some inexperienced person. Been stuffed around by them. Then I found about Narinder... my experience 
with him is beyond the limits. He helped me beyond his limits, which is I think is impossible for other 
brokers. He is very helpful, trustworthy person. He is not a broker only he is such a lovely person and good 
friend. I can’t thank him enough.

I strongly recommend him for his great friendly service , very personable in his business. Thanks again 
Narinder.

Jaspreet

Best service and great work. Always in touch from day one to settlement date thanks for all your help and 
support, I recommendations to everyone if anyone looking for home loan contact Narinder Singh.

Tanmay & Priyanka

I am thankful to Narinder for helping me to get my home loan approved. Narinder is such a professional 
and friendly person who know well about what he doing and how to make his customers happy. I 
recommend Narinder for everyone to get your dream home. Thank you Narinder. You have done a great 
job. Wish you all the success.

Jayakumar

Narinder was very helpful and has exceptional customer service! We would like to thank you very much for 
everything. He made our finance process so easy. Will highly recommend Narinder. Thank you Narinder!

Ravi & Ayesha
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Narinder is a highly organised and responsible mortgage specialist. Although. we are FIFO workers living 
in different states but still Narinder managed the entire process in a streamlined manner. He got us two 
investment loans approved while we were working in a different state. We highly recommend his services 
to everyone.

Liakath & Naushad

Very first time writing a review for a service and yes Narinder deserve it. During choosing my builder 3 
out of 5 referred him. That’s how I ended up choosing him. He is not just a mortgage specialist. As I am a 
first home buyer, He help out in all other home work needs too. I personally liked his flexible working time 
which I preferred. Sometime our discussion passed 9:00pm, But still he talks very patience and answer calls 
on weekend too if he can. I strongly recommended him for his friendly service.

Kalyan & Saranya

I don’t know what to say and how to convey our gratitude to Narinder. We went through a tough time 
because of another loan agent and we thought we have to drop our dream of having a home. But all our 
disappointment ended when we met Mr Narinder. He gave the hope for our dream. He is very professional 
with positive attitude. He knows the way to travel to make others dream to fulfil. He is professional, friendly, 
positive and a lot more. He is the reason why we get our home loan. I personally thankful to him for helping 
to end up the tensions we had and make us to sleep relaxed. I recommend Narinder to everyone for 
fulfilling their dream of having own home.

Thank you Narinder. You are in our prayers. We wish you all the prosperity in your profession and all the 
blessings in your life. This is not just a review or thanks...it’s from our deep heart.

Jai & Ambily

A very big thank you  to Narinder. I was not expecting my loan would approve, but Narinder took all the 
precautionary measures and made my loan got approved. I believe he is a specialist in Keystart Home 
Loans. I will always recommend to approach Narinder for all financial help regarding homes. A big thank 
you again to Narinder.

Harish & Shruthi

I would like to thank you Narinder and his team for helping us to refinance our home loan. They are so 
professional, reliable, and understanding. I would highly recommend Indoz Finance Australia. 

Charanjeet & Sarabjit

Fantastic customer service. It was absolutely pleasure to dealing with Narinder Singh from INDOZ FINANCE 
AUSTRALIA, he made everything really simple and provided me with the best deal I could get in my 
situation. He was very clear and precise with his advice and was efficient with the paperwork. He was very 
quick to respond, to chase the bank and other parties involved in the process of purchasing a House. I 
would highly recommend him for mortgage service. Absolutely great guy to deal. Thank you for all your 
work. 

Manpreet & Kirandeep
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A big thanks to you Mr Narinder Singh, without you we cant even imagine to own a house in Australia. 
Really appreciate your hardwork, professional planning and your dedication toward customer service and 
we will always recommend my family and friends for your services in home laons and future projects.

“A big SALUTE to you SIR” 

Ajit

Thank you NARINDA for excellent help, support and all hard work on my case. I will recommend to all my 
friends who looking for the trustworthy broker. 

Heinz

I would like to thank Narinder for getting my home refinance done within a short time span. Amazing job, 
he was so friendly and made me to understand about my refinancing very easily and he rendered his 
outstanding service to me also he was so polite and respectful towards us, really we liked his service. 

Adi & Janet

We were seeking for our first home loan and had been facing issues unless we met Narinder. He was 
such a great help. Fast and efficient. He handled our case so well. It hardly took him a 2 and half weeks to 
get the approval. The case was not very smooth though but he was competent enough to manage all the 
discrepancies. Thanks a lot Narinder we will surely be seeking advice from you whenever we will build our 
second home. Best wishes and luck your way 

Asad & Amza

Thanks again for all your help mate! Helpful from start to finish and made everything as easy as possible. 
Highly recommend Narinder’s services!

Carl 

I think Narinder is one person with all the knowledge in the world. You just contact him and leave all your 
mortgage worries with him. He made the mortgage process so easy. He is a jack of all trades. I would 
definitely recommend him. Thanks Narinder for excellence, cooperation, support and making it happen for 
us. 

Deepak & Salony

You will certainly never go wrong working with Narinder.. he’s a real expert, offering you an end to end 
visibility of whatever he does for you.... give it a go and you will find out.

Festus & Jane
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I would just like to thank Narinder for his help in getting us accepted for a mortgage in a short amount of 
time! We can’t thank him enough. He has been more than helpful in every aspect of the process from start 
to finish, in assisting us with the process of buying our first home! He was always available to answer every 
question or concern we had to ask, even when we did contact him on weekends outside of normal working 
working hours! Which was more than appreciated. We would highly recommend Narinder as his service 
and dedication is worth more than 5 stars!

James & Shaylee

Narinder Singh is very professional and helpful. As we are first home buyer he explains us everything and 
help us in every aspect of first home buyer journey. We highly recommended him.

Avtar & Inderjeet

I would like to express my gratitude to Narinder Singh from Indoz Finance Australia for assisting us 
throughout the whole loan process. I am short of words to express my feeling towards this great man. 
Throughout the whole process, he was quite helpful and informative. We had been knocked backed from a 
different lender but due to Narinder’s passion and knowledge towards his job, he managed to secure our 
home loan. Because of Narinder, we are proud homeowners today. Thank you heaps mate for helping us 
to achieve our dream home. Thinking about my situation in the beginning and knocked back from a lender, 
me and my wife already lost the hope to get a home loan. But the way you helped us, it was fantabulous. 
Me and wife highly recommend his name to the entire community… When someone will deal with him, you 
can see the big difference comparing with the other brokers. He is a very honest person and saved our 
plenty of bucks on LMI and managed to get the best rate too. To be honest Narinder, we can write a lot 
about you. We look forward to get more finance assistance from you in the future. It is humble request to 
everyone to please support Narinder Singh- Mortgage Miracle…

Ishwar & Suman

Narinder was very helpful and has exceptional customer service! Very thorough and made the process very 
smooth! He is very knowledgeable and we were able to call him to answer any questions! He made our 
finance process so easy and very pleasant! Thank you Narinder!

Melissa & Hoa

We had our home loan on time and succeed in building our new home. Narinder is very reliable, honest 
and friendly person. He has positive attitude and passion for his work. We would definitely call him for 
our future financial work. During my mortgage process, initially I was with another broker who was not so 
nice and we could not contact him when we need to. So be careful with some of the broker intown, they 
just look for them and for their commission money. However, We found Narinder Singh is very special and 
always look after his client first, make work success and keep constant connection as long as his client 
needs. We would recommend him the most and would look forward to work with him again

Shanti & Deep
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We had been knocked back for a home loan before we came to Narinder. Our previous broker spent 
months messing around and was ultimately unable to secure us a home loan. Starting the whole process 
again from scratch with Narinder was a breeze! He quickly and efficiently got us approved without any 
hassles whatsoever - a process that took our old broker 6 months took Narinder two weeks! He even got us 
a better rate than what the first broker was trying for. He was so very helpful and explanatory throughout 
the whole experience, always being there with a quick and friendly reply to every query, email and phone 
call. I HIGHLY recommend Narinder’s services to anyone seeking finance

Christie & Jesse

Make no mistake when it comes to biggest investment of your life or be it part of your investment 
portfolio, get in touch with Narinder for an informed decision. He helped me with due diligence/ change 
of circumstances during the offer to unconditional phase of buying. So for friendly, thorough and honest 
service look nowhere else. 

Anil & Dipali

I would like to express my Gratitude to Narinder Singh for assisting us in getting our home loan approved 
in minimum possible time and making things very easy for us. Narinder helped us in solving our queries 
which the previous finance broker was unable to resolve. I am glad that we somehow met Narinder and 
decided to take his assistance. Narinder is very helpful and all time available person in case one needs to 
approach him. The worst thing I feel is when a person after signing a deal is unable to attend to your query 
anymore. However, in case of Narinder, he is down to earth person who is always ready to assist 24/7. I 
appreciate his excellent customer service skills and his approach towards building relationships with the 
customers and understanding and catering to the needs of the Customers. Thanks once again Narinder for 
your highly appreciated help. 

Bhawna & Gaurav

Narinder Singh is very good service provider. We are very happy with his service & he treat us like family. 
Hope to see you in future. 

Kavita & Subhash

Very professional and helpful. Help us to refinance our home loan best available rate across the all banks. 
Highly recommend for people who are looking to finance or refinancing their home loans. 

Thanks Narinder Singh and best of luck

Nitu & Meenu

Narinder is a very honest and knowledgeable mortgage professional who helped us to get a loan. During 
the entire process Narinder and his team work around our schedules and always responded to a phone 
call or email very quickly. Even after the job completed he is always willing to provide advice. We would 
highly recommend him to anyone looking for a mortgage.

Sunish & Sheela
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Narinder Singh (from Indoz Finance Australia) is not only our mortgage broker but he is a trusted friend, 
mentor and educator. Narinder has spent hours upon hours with us, over the phone and in person, taking 
the time to really educate us on how to manage our finances and investments. Narinder assisted with 
refinancing our current investment loan so I can purchase another investment property. 

I only have positive things to say about Narinder and he always kept us up-to-date with what is happening. 
He always answered my emails and phone calls even on the weekends. The loan process was smooth and 
I had no complications. His extensive knowledge of mortgage loans was evident as he took time to find 
and put together the right package that was suited to my situation. We will recommend his service to other 
people without any doubts. I call him a mortgage miracle worker and will definitely use him again for my 
next property purchase.

Janaka & Nilanka


